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ABSTRACT 

This study investigates the potential of structuring the Accounting Conceptual Framework, that is outlined 

in the ClCA (Canadian lnstitute of Chartered Accountants) Handbook, within a continuous feedback 

simulation model in effort to study the behavioural aspects of the small business environment. 

The study uses pre-defned relationships established in the frarnework to bind together parameters of 

importance. This provides a different dimension on an old concept that previously sought to define 

relationship through implied influences- Based on this new concept, the pre-definition establishes the 

relationship between parameters, the program links them, and the user defines the strength. How much 

do we invest in the business? What pnce should the product be sotd at? Much would be the same in a 

real small business. 

The result from the simulations of different business conditions provided much insight into the different 

aspects of operations. The type of information garnered was able to point to specific weaknesses, 

strengths, and possible strategies which would useful in making more effective business decisions. The 

research may assist many small business owners who wish to better understanding their specific 

business environment, positive or negative. 
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 

1 .l Introduction 

As the new millenium approaches, record numbers of entrepreneurs are starting and operating their own 

independent businesses. [9] They are doing so for the sole purpose of achieving profits and growth by 

identifying new opportunities. The challenge lines in assembling the necessary resources to capitalize on 

those opportunities in the face of great market uncertainty. 

With such a dynarnic econorny, approximately half of al1 new firrns cease operations within five years. [i8] 

The most comrnon reason for business failure is bankruptcies. [4] Bankruptcies usually result from a 

business's inability to determine weakness and vulnerabilities, evaluate thern and to rnake adjustments or 

find solutions. 

There is a need for new rnethodoiogies and tools to monitor, anticipate financial behaviour and needs of 

small businesses. Based on the review of recent literature, it was found that there is only a handful of 

simulations done on businesses. This is not enough when one considers the impact small businesses 

have on the economy and employrnent. 

This thesis wilI attempt to introduce the conceptual idea of incorporating the accounting framework within 

a continuous feedback simulation model as a possible rneans of trandating the small business 

environment. HopefulIy, it will be able to identify vulnerabilities, possible business tactics, and utilization of 

such information in more effective small business practices. 

1.2 Literature Review 

It is important for the reader to realize that while much of the quoted literature is in US. terms, it was used 

only where applicable The thesis and the model was created using Canadian accounting practices and 

principles. 



1.2.1 Defining Small Business 

In order to model a generic small business environment, it is important to define what constitutes a 

small business. The US. SmalI Business Act of 1953 defines a small business one which is 

independently owned and operated and not dominated in its field of operation. The US. Smalt 

Business Administration takes it even one step further by establishing specific criten'a: 

MANUFACTURING: 250 or fewer ernpioyees (If employment is between 250 and1,500, a size 
standard for the particular industry used.) 

WHOLESALING: $9.5 million to $22 million in the annual sales, depending on the Iine of 
wholesaling. 

RETALING: $2 million to $7.5 million in annual sales, depending on the Iine of retailing. 

SERVICE: Not exceeding $1 -5 million to $10 million in annual sales, depending on the line of 
business. [171 

Outside of prescribed definitions and criteria, srnall businesses have also four (4) very well defined 

qualitative characteristics. These are: 

1. Management is independent, since the manager usually owns the firm. 

2. Capital is supplied and ownership is held by an individual or a few individuals. 

3. The area of operations is primarily local, atthough the market isn't necessarily local. 

4. The fim is small in cornparison with the largest cornpetitors in it's own industry. [5] 

1.2.2 The Current Business Environment 

The role of small business in North America is often understated. When you consider the types of 

numbers it generates for Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and employment, it is not dificult to realize 

that its importance and impact on every sector of the economy. 



1.2.2.1 Business Starts 

From 1970-1994, the non-fam self-employed increased by more than 72%, from 5.2 million to 9 

million [18]. 1996 saw record levels of new business formation - the highest ever and a 2.8 percent 

increase over the record in 1995. [9] 

Corpontions kdner-  Proprietur- Annuai 
( F o m  1120 ships ships Perceii tage 
and 11ZOS) (Form1065) (Schedule C) 6tal l ncrease 

Average hnnual Growth 
Rate (Percent) 

Source: U. S. Department of the Treasury, interna1 Revenue Senh&iis of lncume 
Buh'efin (Spring 1996). Table 21. 

Factors contributing to the increase of self-employed are: 

Growth in the labour supply that is not readily accommodated by wage-and-salary employrnent. 

New unexploited opportunities. 

The hopes of opportunities for greater financial retums. 

Dissatisfaction with wage-and- salary jobs. 

The need to supplement income. 

Desire for independent work. 

The rise in two-income eaming family. [181 



Part-Ume entrepreneurs are also making di-amatic contributions in al1 these categories, increasing 

five-fold in recent years. Approximately, % of al1 new business owners are employed with a wage 

and salary job when they start a new business. [9] However, even with record new businesses, the 

net annual increase for total of small businesses averages just 2%. This is a result of an incredibly 

dynamic economy that sees rapid business formation and dissolution. 

1.2.2.2 Employment 

Small businesses (firrns with fewer than 500 empIoyees) employ 53% of the total private non-farm 

work force, contribute 47% of al1 sales in the country, and are responsible for 51% of the private 

GDP. [9] Of the approximately 9 million smali businesses that filed tax returns in 1995, about half 

employ fewer than five people and 90% of that total employ less than 20. [8] 

The rate of employment growth in small businessdominated industries has been quite dramatic. 

During the 1976-1990 period, small firms provided 53% of total employrnent and 65% of net new 

jobs. From 1991-1993, small firms with 0-4 employees created the most new jobs. [9] In 1995, it 

was higher than the US. nation average and 10 times the rate of large-business-dominated 

industries. (Table 1 .Il) [18] According to recent BLS projections, small-firm-dorninated sectors will 

contribute about 60 percent of new jobs from 1994-2005. Large f ims will contribute 15% and 

industries dorninated by neither large or srnall firms will contribute the remainder. [SI] 

Tablc 1.1 1 Ehp/oyrnent Change by 1ndush-y 7 j . p ~ ~  Dccembcr 7994 ro 
Derember 1995 

Total Employment Employment 
Beginning of Period Change k c n  t 

Type of lndustry (Mil lions) Clhousands) Uiangc 

SrnaII-Business-Dominated 41.9 1,072.2 2 .56 
Indeterminate 17.2 352.4 2.05 
Large-Business-Dominated 32.6 77.4 0 2 4  

Total 91.8 1,499.3 1.63 

However, the employment figures are probably understated. The Current Population S u ~ e y  (CPS) 

permits a broader definition of business ownership that includes the incorporated self-employed 

(ISE) and wage-and-salary workers with a side business (WSSE or "moonlighters") along with the 



unincorporated self-employed (USE). Under this definition, approximately 15.4 million people, in 

1994, engaged in some form of entrepreneurial activity. 

W ~ ~ N n d ~ ~ ~  (W5) lOIJl!i 92-4 107,843 9224 
incorpontai SeIKmpluytd (ISE) 2,984 2-7 3,955 3.4 
Wapand-Salary Workers Onfy [WSO) 95,599 87.2 101J49 86.7 
\Cageand-Salary Workers with Self- 

Ernplqment [WSKI 2.632 2.4 2,539 22 

T '  Self-Emplqod 60 i3,ne 1 2s 15,350 13.1 
Unincorporaied SelfImplqcd [USD 8.1 12 7.4 8,856 7.6 
Incorporited Sclf-Empl* (ISE) 2.984 2.7 3,955 3.4 
W~ge-and-Sahry Workl<m w i t h  SeIf- 

Employmtnt (WSSEI 2.632 2 -4 2,539 2 2  

Sarec: T ~ b i b t i a i  by C a d p  Lodf & krdaas d w r p i b l i  dit. f r a n  hc US. Dcputmçru d Canmcrcc. Buses- 

More and more people are considering self-employment or a combination with wage-and-salary as 

a serious alternative to just wage-and-salary. 

Small businesses are becorning a major contributor to the economy, creating more fiexibility, 

generating new services and products and helping to add to a nation's productive capacity- It is for 

this reason that greater attention should be paid to the financial and planning needs of small 

businesses. 

1.2.2.3 Business Failures 

As previously noted, even with record new business starts, the total of all small businesses is just 

averaging 2% annual increases. The dynamic economy cause businesses everywhere fail daily for 

numerous reasons. White levels for business failure have dropped moderately in the last three 

years, there are still wide variations from region to region. 



One comrnonality amoung many small firms are their inability to survive the early years. Fewer than 

half of al1 new firms are in operation after 5 years. [18] For the given cohort, about 20% of new fims 

fail in each of the first and second years after startup. The failure rate decrease year by year; by the 

ninth or tenth year, only about 7-8% of the rernaining firms fail, Chart 1.2. 



Business failure is frequently used as an indicator on the health of ArneBcan and Canadian 

businesses. According to statistical information published by Dun & Bradstreet, the number of 

businesses that failed in 1997 increase by 15.9%- Even with this modest increase, the failure rate 

(failures per 10,000 listed concerns) remained subdued at 88. 

Bankruptcy is the most common reason for business failure. While the dollar amount of liabilities, 

haven shown a downward trend since 1991, increased by 26.6%, mid-range liability levels still 

account for the Iargest number of failures. More than half of businesses that failed in 1997 had 

liabilities between $25,000 and $? million. The percentage of large failures (Iiabilities over $1 

million) continued to decline, reaching its lowest point since 1996. [4] 

1.3 Business Objective & Problem 

The goal of any business, large or small, is to rnaximize the wealth of its owners. There are numerous 

ways a business can be created, operated and rnaintained. Whatever that might be there is always one 

constant tnith: a business is a pool of funds fed by a variety of sources: investors and past earnings 

retained in the business. At any given moment, this pool of funds is static but changes continuously over 

time through the flow of funds. [14] The fiow of funds through various sources can dictate an 

organization's destiny, In changing tirnes, with increased competition, the allocation and raising of funds 

can affect overall growth and success of a business. 

The efficient allocation and raising of funds has evolved into a discipline. The maintenance of an 

organization presents the biggest challenge. There is no direct methodology that applied wifl guarantee 

success. However, numerous models have been developed to analyze and assist in the matter. 

Much of the current literature concentrates for evaluating business performance is limited to predictive 

multivariate models, financial ratios, and various valuation models. 



1.4 The Proposed Study 

The purpose of this thesis is to create a basic rnodel of a generic small business within the financial 

accounting conceptual framework. This framework is pre-defined by the Canadian Institute of Chartered 

Accountants (CICA) Handbook. The model should mimic the environment, positive or negative, and 

conditions that are representative to such organizations. 

As previously state, the ultimate goal of any business is to maximize wealth and avoid circumstances that 

would force business faiture. Give the circurnstances, no model would be considered appropriate if it was 

not built within the principles setout by the conceptual framework. This approach appears to be a 

promising tool for providing financial information on business performance. Past models that often failed 

to offer explicit financial justification [le]. 

There are a number of advantages for modelling the problern in this manner; 

The relationship between al1 parameters and the structure of the mode1 is pre-defined by the 

framework. 

By using the Basic Principles in the framework, the model verifkation process is immediate and 

con tinuous. 

At any given time, the model can provide information regarding the behaviour of  the business under 

certain conditions. 

The rnodel is highly flexible. Due to the pre-defined parameters, adjustments to the model code can 

be easily made to suit different conditions. Parameters can be added or removed with minor 

modifications. 

Powersim V I  -1, a high Ievel simulation language, was chosen as the means for creating the proposed 

model. Its code is highly visual and easy to understand by all. 

Once a baseline reference model is constructed, it will be used to study various conditions experienced 

by small businesses. Conditions such as: 

. Bankruptcies related to bank loans. 

The effect of cyclical/seasonal sales. 



CHAPTER 2: SIMULATION PROCESS 

2.1 Defining Simulation 

Simulation is one of the most powerful analysis tools available for the design and operation of complex 

processes or systems. To simulate, according to the Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, is "ta feign, to obtain 

the essence of, without reality". Here, simulation is defined as the process of designing a model as close 

as possible to the real system and conducting experirnents with this model for the purpose of 

understanding the behaviour or evaluating various strategies for the operation of the system. 

Basically, it is an experimental and applied methodology, which seeks to: 

1. describe the behaviour of systerns; 

2. construct theories or hypotheses that account for the observed behaviour; 

3. use these theories to predict future behaviour, that is, the effects that will be produced by changes in 

the system or in its method of operation. [12] 



2.2 Methodology Framework 

In any system simulation study, there are defined procedures to follow [19] [20] [ IZ].  Figure 2.1, seen 

below, details the entire proceçs. 

Problcrn Formulation 

I I 

1 4 Mode1 Conceptualization I 
+ 

b Mode1 Construction 

Coding L 

Experimentation 
- -  L 



CHAPTER 3: SMALL BUSINESS MODEL 

3.1 Overview 

In the last twenty years, small business has become a major force in most economies around the world. 

Entrepreneurs are starting small businesses in droves and this trend is likely to continue into the next 

rnillenium. However, while record numbers enter into such arrangements, a great proportion of these new 

entrants also cease to exist after 5 years due to business failure. By trying to model a small business, 

maybe certain information coutd be discerned about behaviour that wculd assist in more effective 

business practices and decisions. 

Depending on the problem being studied, a simulation model can be classifred in rnany ways. This model 

was determined to be of three things: 

Dynamic 

Stochastic 

Continuous. 

To integrate al1 three classificaticns, there must be an understanding of small business and its numerous 

variable relationships. %y using the parameter relationships already pre-defined in the financial 

accounting conceptual framework, the mathematical model can be constructed using the simulation 

prograrnrning language Powersirn V I  .l . Powersim V l  .l was chosen for its ease of use and its highly 

visual aspect, which would be beneficial for others who wish to grasp the model's concept without much 

effort. 

Due to the unique nature of the model, the conceptual framework should provide continuous verification 

during the current coding process, experimentation and future modifications. 

Experimentation done on the rnodel will test its viability as a rnethodology and tool for disceming the 

behaviour patterns of small business under various conditions. 



3.2 Problem Formation 

When formulating a problem, it is prudent to ask and answer the basic 5 W's: what, why, where, when, 

and who, along with how. These questions are dealt with on at a time in the following paragraphs. 

So what is the problem? Throughout the recorded history of time, there have existed small businesses, 

while not necessarily in the fom that we recognize today- Since its existence, owners have been 

atternpting to capitalize on opportunities. However, many have also failed. The reasons for small business 

failures are numerous. Some are the result of unavoidable circumstances but most failures are due to a 

combination of variables well within the owner's control. 

Poor business practices that lead to failures, know no boundaries, of race, age, education, nations, time, 

etc. They have the ability to affect all. So the question is how can we create better business practices? 

As already stated in the introduction, this thesis will introduce the concept of incorporating the accounting 

conceptual framework within a continuous feedback model in hopes of discerning small business 

behavioural patterns. 

3.3 Model Conceptualization 

In the construction of this model, certain boundaries were set for the scope and depth of study. Due 

to the rnodel's generic tendencies, not everything may reflect reality. The boundaries include: 

1) The modei witl not exceed the boundaries defined for small businesses in Chapter 1.2-1, in a 

Canadian context. 

2) The small business model must be contained within the Canadian general financial accounting 

conceptual framework. 

3.3.1 Financial Accounting Conceptual Framework 

Accounting can be defined as a *descriptive/analytical discipline that identifies a great mass of events 

and transactions that charactenze economic activity." [6] This information is comrnunicated primarify 



through financial statements. Financial statements include (1) a balance sheet, (2) an income 

statement, (3) a statement of cash flow, and (4) a statement of retained earnings. 

AI1 financial statements are prepared within a conceptual framework, Generally Accepted Accounting 

Principles (GAAP), so as to eliminate potential dangers of bias, rnisinterpretations, inexactness and 

ambiguity. This framework, illustrated in Figure 3.2.1.1, sets forth general guidelines in determining 

procedures, practices and mles that are stipulated by a standard setting body. 

It is this framework which investors, creditors and managers depend on for providing accurate 

information. As noted there are many levels to this Iramework, however, only the Basic Principles of 

the third level is of particular concern- This levels describes how to recognize and rneasure each 

event/transaction. 

. . - .  . 

Qualitative Uemonls of 
characteristics of financial Second levsf 

accounnng information starements 

\ 
Recognition and Measurement - Guidefines --1 

Assumptions Principtes Constraints 

- -  

Figure 3.1 Financial Accounting Conceptual Framework 

Basic Princi~les: There are four basic principles used when deciding when and how to measure, 

record, and report assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses: 



Histofical Cost PrincipIe: transactions and events are recognized in financial statements at the 

amount of cash or cash equivalents paid or received or the fair value ascribed to them when they 

took place. 

Revenue Realization Principfe: provides guidance in answering the question of when revenue 

should be recognized (recorded in accounts). Revenue is generally recognized when (1) 

performance is achieved and (2) reasonable assurance regarding the measurabiiity and 

collectibility of the consideration exists. 

Matching Pn'nciple: Expense recognition is tied to revenue recognition. This principle dictates that 

expenses that are Iinked to revenue in a cause and effect relationship are normally matched with 

revenue in the accounting period in which revenue is recognized. 

Full Disclosure Principle: It recognizes the practice that providing information is of suffÏcient 

importance to influence the judgement and decisions of an infonned user. 

AI1 businesses can be identified as a series of events and transactions. By following the framework 

and basic principles, these events are described by a series of double-entry transactions. 

Transactions are external event involving the exchange of something between two or more entities 

which are systematically shown in "accountn arrangements. 

The double-entry system is essentially a balance- for every debit fhere must be a credif or vice versa 

[6]. This results in the basic accounting equation: 

Assets = Liabilities + Owner's Equity 

From these transactions in various accounts, Financial Statements can be generated. 

3.3.2 Parameters 

In defining the parameters that are to be used in the model, it is necessary to understand its 

relationship to the conceptual framework. 

The framework sets out pre-defined guidelines for each specific type of parameters and its 

established relationship with others. By following it, the parameters will then generate Financial 

Statements used to provide an accurate reflection of current business conditions. 



The structure of business, large or srnall, is essentially the same since the conceptual frarnework is 

applicable to all. Therefore, it was necessary to choose parameters based on their relational 

importance to small businesses. Specific parameters could be incorporated to restnct the rnodel and 

certain types of behaviour. However, the model is flexible and is able to add, delete, modify or extend 

to inciude other parameters if necessary. 

Listed in Table 3.2.2.1 is the different parameters chosen to reflect a generic srnail business- 

TABLE 3.1 Smalt Business Parameters 

Accounts Receivable Common Share Issue 

Purchase of raw material Accounts Payable 

Production of finished goods Sales & Revenue 

Cost of goods sold 

Bank loans 

Capital Assets 

Warranty Expense 

lncome Tax 

Insurance Expense 

Patent Expense 

Rent Expense 

Administration Expense 

To make it easier for the reader to understand the estabiished relationships amoung parameters, 

Powersirn V1.l had visual capabilities that allows the programmer to produce the code in a user 

friendly visual format which is much like an influence diagram, see Appendix A. 

To assist some users in the understanding how the different parameters interact with each other, 

two influence diagrams (Balance Sheet and Income Statement) were created, Appendix B. Note: 

there are no assurnptions outside the established relationship of the ClCA Handbook. Also, not atl 

parameters are shown in the diagram. It is only meant to be used as a general reference for 

understanding. It is more prudent for the reader to use the visual Powersim code for a more 

accurate understanding. 



3.4 Mode1 Construction 

3.4-1 Simulation Languages 

Once the conceptualization of the system is completed, the next step is to construct the mode1 using 

a suitable simulation building language. These languages can be classified into four separate groups 

[24]: 

1. Spreadsheets 

2. Sirnulators or Simulation Software Packages 

3. Simulation languages 

4. General purpose languages 

Out of the four, Sirnulators or Simulation Software Packages was the most suitable. Spreadsheets, 

such as Excel, can only be used in Iimited static or stochastic simulations and simulation and general- 

purpose languages are often too difficult for non-programmers to understand. 

Simulators or simulation software packages allow one to simulate a system contained in a specific 

class of systems with little or no programming experience. Available software include: Arena, 

ProModel, SimEngine , PowerSim, and Stella. 

Powersim V t i  was chosen for being highly visuat. Both the programmer and users would find it easy 

to use. It is a dynamic modeling simulation that is available to users in a wide variety of areas, 

particularly management, corporate and public planning, industrial simulations, environmental issues, 

the experimenta1 sciences, education and training. It is designed to support quantitative and 

experimental approach to management. 1251 

3.4.2 Powersim V1.1 

POWERSIM - The Compelete Software Tool for Dynamic Simulation is a Microsoft Windows based 

software package that is used to facilitate the study of dynamic systems. The formulations of such 

systems is done through graphical notation, by drawing your ideas on the computer application 

screen (Figure 3.2) using symbols and arrows. (Figure 3.4) 



cornmuidbu 
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Figure 3.3 Powersim V1.1 Menu and Toolbar lcons 



Using the tools from menus & toolbar, seen above in Figure 3.3, Powersim can model al1 different 

sorts of processes, including large, complex, multiple feedback systems. [25] As already seen in the 

toolbar, there are numerous symbols used as variable building blocks, each having its own unique 

function. (Figure 3.4) 

Flow 

Figure 3.4 Flow diagram editor building blocks 

When a variable symbol has a "?" in it, it means that the variable is @ ( 3 ~  
either not defined or has an error. 

When a flow has a "?", it means that the flow is improperly defined. 

R 
A unique feature of this simulation program is its ability to take 1 usnaphotln of original variables and use thern for linking purposes KI n L - - - 
elsewhere in the program model. 

When a double frame is used on a variable, it means fo indicate O ri 
that the variable is an array. 

3.4.3 Coding 

Coding of this conceptual idea was tricky but fortunately, the framework provided the necessary 

guidelines. 

Coding began much the same way that most individuals start a new business. Usually, the very first 

action/transaction is the issuing of shares to generate capital. This particular parameter transaction 



was translated into code. The code was required to mimic the transaction exactly. Flowing the funds 

into their proper "accounts" by linking. 

Slowly, step by step, each parameter that was relevant to a small business was translated into code 

in the same manner. There were some non-financial parameters incorporate to assist in the 

generation of others. AI1 parameters do require initialkation values. 

What resulted was a set of "accounts". However, "accounts", individually, do not have much 

relevance. In the end, code was generated to group the "accounts" together and create financial 

statements such as the Balance Sheet and Incorne Staternent. 

Hence, a reference mode1 of a generic small business was created that would react similarly to 

regular accounting software. See Appendix B for the complete code. 

3.4.3.1 TransactionlEvent Coding 

To assist the reader, an example of a parameter, bank ioans, will be detailed in the following 

section. 

Quite often, most new small business do not collect assemble enough capital to begin operations 

and tum to banks to supply them with the difference. This cornes in the form of "Bank Loans". 

Such a loan would create the accounting journal transactions seen below: 

Jan 1, 19A 

Dr. Cash 

Cr. Loan Payable 

Dec. 31. 19A 

Dr. Interest Payable 

Cr. Interest Expense 

Jan 1. 19B Loanl -Yrs 

Dr. Loan Payable (amortized payment) Figure 3.5 Initialintion of Bank Loan & Amortization Payments 
Dr. lnterest Payable 

Cr. Cash 



ni It is these double-transactions that 

the code must mimic. 

Powersim VIA has a number of 

limitations, unfortunately, initiating 

actions is one of them. The 

I programmer him or herself must 

l initiate certain operational 

v decisions that are not periodic, 

interest-~xpense such as a bank toan. 

Figure 3-6 Interest Liability and Expense 
On Jan. 1, 19A, a bank loan was 

created (LoanlAmt), Figure 3.5. 

As a liability, it was immediately intialized into an "account" or level variable (Loanl-Payable). In 

tum, cash was received and initialized in the cash "account", seen in Figure 3.7. Thereby 

completing the journal transactions. 

As with every loan, there are certain conditions attached: 1) number of years the loan is 

outstanding (Loanl-Yrs) and 2) interest rate (Loanl-IR). These conditions are used to calculate 

the annual amortization payrnents and interest owed. 

In order to provide the users with cornplete financial statements, it is sometime necessary for 

bookkeepers to make "adjusting entries". Adjusting entries are journal transactions, made to 

properly reflect the reality of current business conditions. The journal transaction made for Dec. 31, 

19A are "adjusting entries". These entries were made to reflect the Iiability the business owes for 

interest. Figure 3.6 details how interest is incurred (Int-lnflow), expensed (M.-Exp-lnfiow) and 

paid annually (IR-Payment). 

On Jan. 1, 19B, a journal transaction is entered into the books to show the annual amortization 

payments. These payments reduce the Loansl-Payable liability account, reducing it year after year 

until the liability is paid up. This is seen in Figure 3.5 as an outfiow (AmtzPayments). As the 

liability is reduced, the program code also outfiows that amount out of the "cash" account. Thereby 

completing the transaction see in Figure 3.7. 



Technically, two journal entries can be made on Jan. 1, 196.. One for the repayment of the loan 

portion and the other for the payment of interest owed. However, it was rolled into one for more 

Loanl Jbyable 

Sales 

Cash 

Amiz-Payrnents IR-Pa yment 

Figure 3.7 Repayment of loan and interest 

efficient bookkeeping . 

Note: to better refiect reality, an IF statement was added to each of the oufflows of these accounts. 

The outfiow transactions would only occur IF there is enough in the "Cash" account to repay the 

liability. 

All other parameters had their code built up in a similar manner. The key was the ensure that the 

"double-entryn accounting was simufated accurately. 

3.4.3.2 Financial Statements 

By coding al1 the different parameters, the accounts generated were used to create financial 

statements that report on current business conditions. There is both a Balance Sheet and lncorne 

Statement. 

The Balance Sheet provides information about the nature and amounts of investments in 

resources, obligations to creditors, and the owners' equity in net resources. It provides a basis for 

(1) computing rates of return; (2) evaluating the capital structure, and (3) assessing the liquidity and 
financial flexibility of the enterprise. 



There are three classes of items included on the Balance Sheet: assets, Iiabilities, and owners' 

equity. Through these three classes, it is a refiection of the general accounting equation: 

Assets = Liabilities + Owners' Equity 

Figure 3.8 Program Representation of the Balance Sheec 

Powersim VIA is also capable of 

generating tables that list the values going 

through particular variables during each 

cycle, Figure 3.9. 

By having the code generate a Balance 

Sheet, the mode1 verification step in the 

simulation process becarne ongoing 

throughout the entire project. Because a 

balance sheet is suppose to be 

"balancedn, any time a new "event" was 

1 BALANCE SHEET 1 

22 Figure 3.9: Balance Shcet Results 



added !O the model, verification for accurate double-entry is instantaneous and continuous- 

Revenue ? the lncome Statement was also generated, 

Figure 3.10. It is a report that measures the 

success of business operations for a given 

period. lt provides information that helps in 

predicting the amounts, timing, and 

uncertainty of future cash flows. 

The transactional approached to accounting 

requires the use of revenue, expense, loss, 

and gain accounts. These make up the 

major elernents of an lncome Staternent. 

There are three things of note about the 

generated code and values. First, Retained 

Earning is equal to Net Income. This is 

Figure 3.10 Program Rcpresentation of the incarne Statcment because no divided were issued. If dividends 

were issued, the two values would not equate. 

Second, both interested and income tax is expensed in the appropriate year. If table values were to 

be generated for the interest payable and incorne tax payable accounts, the reader would see these 



liabilities paid in the next yearly cycle. Third, a yearly cycle is 260 time cycles in the model, This is 

number of calculated work days in a year. 

Currently, both the Statement of Retained Earnings and Changes in Cash Flow Position have not 

been generated. 

3.5 Experirnentation 8 Analysis 

Upon completion of the reference model, h o  particufar situations were reviewed: 

1. Bank Loan 

2. Cycfical Sales 

Three separate experiments were run for each situation. In each experiment, certain conditions were 

altered and result garnered. The reader should note that only six experiments were attempted due to a 

shortage in time, not because of model limitations. These experiments are meant to show the potential of 

the concept, not specifics. 

The code for each Experiment has been attached to Appendix C. 

3.5.1 No Bank Loan with Prepaid lnsurance 

The reference mode1 had very specific elements in place for possible experimentation. Such elements 

included a bank loan, steady state sales, the purchase of prepaid insurance and capital equipment. A 

basic assumption about financing was made. It assurned that there was enough financing, through 

share issue and bank loans, to cover start-up 1 Balance Sheet Wdhout Bank Loan (Bankl sim) i 
expenses. 

Note: AI1 profits made are assumed to re- 

invested into the business. 

In this first experiment, the bank Ioan was 

eliminated. However, by elirninating this loan, 

there is not enough capital to start-up. 
- 

Figure 3.12: Balance Sheet Trend without a Bank Loan 
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Therefore, the number of common shares issued rose from 25-50 in order to provide needed capital. 

NI other variables remained fixed. 

The simulation nins for 15 yearç. AI1 graphs are time index on a per day basis. The mode1 assumes 

that there are 260 working days in a year. 

With no loans outstanding, steady sales, and reinvested earning, it appears that the business has no 

problem sustaining its slow but steady growth from year to year. 

For most small businesses, this is not normally the situation. Most lack the necessary capital to begin 

operations and must seek either loans or other investors to compensate. The following two 

experirnents will review the effects of a loan. 

3.5.2 Bank Loan Financing 

In Experirnent 2, a bank loan for $20,000 with a 5-year amortization plan at a 10% interest rate was 

initialized. The loan is employed instead of issuing more shares to finance start-up operations. Note 

that the organization is required to purchase this prepaid insurance every 5 years for $25,000. 

Without it, the business cannot operate due to government reguiations. All other variables remain 

steady. 

Balance Sheet: W h  Bank Loan (8ank2sim) 

Figure 3.13: Balance Sheet Trend with a 5-year Bank Loan 

Figure 3.13 show a generated balance sheet. During the first five years, the net worth of the 

organization showed a drarnatic reduction and the end of each year due to the repayment of the loan. 



The downward trend is an indication that the sales generated is not enough to counterbalance, 

hence, the drop in net worth. 

At the end of 5 years, the debt is completely paid off but at the same time, the organization is required 

to purchase another $25,000 worth of prepaid insurance. Fortunately, enough cash was generated 

through saIes to also rnake this purchase but it left the organization "stniggling". 

Struggling is defined as organizational difftculties that are reflected in the graph as violent oscillations. 

In these experiments, it is due to cash flow problems. When cash is too low (less than $10,000), 

workers are asking to take delayed wage payrnents until cash levels are higher, lowering bankruptcy 

risks. These delayed wage liabilities accumutate untii there is enough money to pay off al1 outstanding 

wages. Hence the oscillations in the balance sheet trends. 

This stniggling is observed starting in Year 6 and continues until near the end of Year 7, when the 

business finafly excavates itself out. Once recovery was underway, there were no significant 

problems and the net worth of the organization grew uniformly under steady sales. 

This demonstrates how an organization can use financiat leveraging as a means to start a business 

and generate revenue. 

3.5.3Bank Loan with Shorten Amortization 

Experiment 3 replicates 

Experirnent 2, except the 

number of amortization 

years for repayrnent is 

shortened to 2 years. 

With a shorter amortization 

period, you see an earlier 

and longer struggle. In 

Figure 3.14, net worth 

drops dramatically each 

time the amortized amount 

Balance Sheet Bank Loan with Shortened Arnortr Period (Eank2.sim) I 

- Asset s 

2- L-and-SE 

O 600 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600 
TlME 

Figure 3.14: Balance Sheet Trend with a 2-ytar Bank Loan 



need to be repaid. At the end of Year 2, the repayment drops cash very low levels and the company 

is forced to struggle for a period. The organization spent Year 3,4 & 5 trying to recover from the loan. 

The business barely generates enough revenue before being hit by the prepaid insurance cost. This 

action again reduces company cash levels and Ieaves it struggling to recover for another year. 

Should the company been unable to generate enough cash from sales, it would have collapsed. 

As previously stated half of al1 new srnall business is no longer in operation afier five years and fail 

due to bankruptcies brought on by laibilities. 

3.5.4 Cyclical Sales 

Some small businesses experience seasonal sale. ln the three following experiments, the mode1 
attempts to replicate sorne of the behaviour and conditions experienced by cyclicality. 

Sales were modified from a steady state to produce a sinwave with amplitude of 10 over the year. 

Sale would range from O to 20 units order per day. The sinwave would have the organization begin 

production at mid-season and going upward. 

Ail other variables were held constant. lncluding the number of workers at 2 people who work for 8 

hours a day. No overtime is considered. Each worker is capable of producing 5 finished units per day 

and raw material is purchased on a JIT system. Therefore, minimal inventory is held. 

-- 

Balance Sh& Cyclical Sales using SlWAVE (Sales1 sim) 

Figure 3.15: Batance Shett Trend for Cyclical Sales 



The effect was similar to sales with a steady state. No rnatter what, two workers can only make 10 

units a day if there is no overtime. What resulted was an order backlog that was slowly worked off 

during low season. The workfoad was spread out and delivenes were made based on the worker's 

production rate. So, the revenue generated remained steady over time. 

As usual, the Company was forced to "struggle" in Year 6 because it was notable to generate enough 

revenue to cover the loan and the prepaid insurance without creating a cash flow problem. 

-- 

Figure 3.16: Backlog Order Trend in Relation CO Delivered Gwds 

While the results were similar to steady state growth, the backlog was very large. It is highly doubtful 

that most customers would wish to wait a half of year for delivery of their goods. 

3.5.5 Cyclical Sales with Additional Staff 

Experiment 5 had the same 

conditions as Experiment 4 

but an extra person was 

added at half-time to 

compensate for the backlog. 

The availability of half a 

person made a huge impact. 

Whiie backlogs still 

occurred, they were 

immediately dissipated. This 

Balance Sheet: Cyclical Sales with Addiional Staff (Salesîsimj 

Figure 3.17: Balance Sheet Trend with Cyclical Saies and Additional Staff 
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is refiected in the balance sheet graph that now resembles a sinwave (Figure 3.17). Revenue is 

generated at the appropriate periods, showing the quick turnaround of orders to the delivered 

product. 

The extra person didn't seem to hurt the organization at all. ln fâct, it was of trernendous benefit With 

overhead expenses remaining the stable, the only extra cost was for wages. On top of that, with more 

units produced, it increased overall revenue. In tum, this altowed the Company to purchase prepaid 

insurance in Year 6 without much impact on the business. 

3.5.6 Cyclical Sate with CanceIIations 

At any tirne there is a backlog, there is an unhappy customer who ends up canceling his or her order 

because of the wait. Experiment 6, with the same conditions as Experiment 4, only adds sorne code 

for a cancellation policy under certain conditions: 

When there was a backlog of more than 500 order, the excess amount was terminated. This trail run 

collapsed the business. With cancellations, it was unable to generate enough cash to purchase 

prepaid insurance at the beginning of Year 6. 

When cancellation were 

made, it seemed to Ieave 

workers with a bit more tirne 

later on. When low season 

came around, there was less 

work that anticipated due to 

cancellations and during Iow 

season, workers were often 

not needed. 

Cash Flow: Cyclical Sales with Cancellations 

30,000-- 

- Cash 

Figure 3.18: Cash Flow Trend with Cancellations during Cyclicai Sales 

In review of the collapse, it was visible that the business came just short of having generated enough 

revenue to purchase the insurance. In cases like this, there are numerous tactics that can be taken 

before or after that would provide enough financial leverage to keep the business afloat. 



CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION 

While numerous efforts have been made to find ways to valuate small businesses, the approach from an 

accounting conceptual framework and engineering simulation prograrns make for a unique combination. 

Accounting should be an integral part of any organization. Information generated from it can be used to 

assist in making financial decisions. By using the framework's pre-defined relationships within a 

simulation structure, there is the potential to create a behavioural modeling program that will assist 

managers and owners in making more effective financial decisions. 

A generic continuous feedback baseline mudel was created using Powersim V1.1 that details the many 

relationships found within srnall businesses. By using this reference modei with, various conditions such 

as bank loans and sales, were tested and reactions analyzed. 

From the results of the experiments, a number of conclusions could be drawn: 

The mode! placed under certain conditions seemed to correctly mimic the behavioural patterns known 

to occur. For exarnple, the use of loans for financial lever and cash flow problems, 

When testing certain conditions, possible tactics or solutions to problem areas became fairly 

apparent. In turn, these tactics could be tested on the problem to see if the problem can be 

d ispersed. 

lncorporating the accounting conceptual framework within a simulation model shows initial indications 

that it will provide business owners and investors with the needed information for more effective 

business practices. 

It would be advisable to run further experiments with other parameters to test the full range of the 

prograrn. 



CHAPTER 5: RECOMMNDATIONS 

The purpose of this thesis was to investigate the conceptual idea of integrating the accounting conceptual 

framework with a simulation mode1 program. The study lead to some interesting conclusions. However, 

there are still more opportunities that should be explored: 

1 Further Expehents 

Only six trail experiments were run on the reference model. However, a complete model was created with 

multitudes of variable. Each that can be used in other experirnents. For example: accounts receivable and 

bad debt expense, warranty Iiabilities and expense, capital equipment and it's affect on production, etc. 

These are other possibifities that should be explored. 

2. Further Program Modifications 

While the current program structure is solidly intact, the pen'pheral variable which generate the numerous 

accounting transactions can be refined to allow for more. This would elirninate the number of overall 

alterations required to when experimenting different business conditions. 

3. Recoding 

Powersim V1.i was created in 1991. lt has some definite limitations due to its creation age. As a result, 

the prograrn lacks certain types of flexibility that would make for a smoother program. For example, this 

program is unable to stop itself when certain variable conditions are met. Only the programmer is able to 

physically stop the program when he or she wishes. 

If further studies are to be done in this area, it might be prudent to recode the prograrn in a lower level 

language, possibly Visual Basic. Lower level code would create Rexibility that the current language cannot 

provide. However, there are some distinct disadvantages. 



Powersim is a high level visuaI simulation language. It provides highly visual program/user friendly 

interface. By recoding at a lower level, the sirnplicity of the interface would be lost along with the 

visualness. This problem woufd also wreak havoc on any alterations the programmer may wish to make. 

4. Truthing & Expansion 

The accounting conceptual framework covers a wide range of areas with different business conditions 

requiring specific treatments so to generate the maximum amount of information. Further studies should 

include further truthing and the expansion into other areas, including Finance. The mode1 should be able 

to generate the maximum amount of information to better analyze the possible behaviours. 
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APPENDIX A: 

SMALL BUSINESS 

VISUAL PROGRAM CODE 



Cash 
\- 

Finis hed-Goods-forSale / 

Capital-Equipment :-A 

Patent 

L U ,  L- 

Cornmon-Shares Contnbuted-Surplus 

iE 3 
Labour-Wage-Payable 



1 INCOME STATEMENT 1 

- 

Revenue Ei\L COGS 

<, . 
i 

,?+/ 

Salary-Expense 

' I I  ' K I -  < A 

L- 
Patent-Expense 



Sales AR-Oufflow 



Accounts Receivable 



1 RAW MATERIAL INVENTORY ( 

r,--1 

Direct-Matenal 



- 
PRODUCTION: FINISHED 
GOODS INVENTORY & COGS 

rv/ii iv-ui iiw 

Orders-Delivered 



Par-Value-of-S hare 

COMMON SHARES 

\ 
\ # 

/ ", \,, 0 . Common-Shares . --\ \ '+y----,,_'-- \ 
' -----, -L 

No~of~Common~Shares_Purchased \- \ - -. 

Paid-Value-of-S hare Contributed-Surplus 



IBANK LOANS 1 

Cash 

Loan 1 Y r s  



Perc K.- tRMPurchasedon-Credit 



/ REVENUE 1 

Orders Delivered . i 
L W  
Sales 

"U 

Revenue 



1 INSURANCE EXPENSES 

- ;.rpp;, P l  - 
Insurance-Expense ( w 6) 

IE-Year-End 

. . 

Ins-Prie No-of-Years-Coverage 

SALARY EXPENSE 1 

Cash 





Avg-Cos tof-FG 

1 PATENT EXPENSE 1 
. . 

/ 

, Patent 

, 
I '. / 

\ ' 
1 v ' 

Patent-Years 

\ /' 
\ '  

Initial-Patent-Cost 

L--J 

Patent-Used Patent-Year-End 



1 INCOME TAX EXPENSE 

I nco meIncome_Tax_RateTaxaxR a te IFCOBIT 



APPENDIX B: 

SMALL BUSINESS MODEL CODE 



+# -dt*(Removal-of-Acc-De p) 
+dt*(Cap-Equip-Usage) 

= Dollar 
E3 The accumulated amount of capital asset used. 
AR 
piJO 
4W dt*(AR-Outflow) 

+dte(AR-I nfiow) 
EJ Dollar 
rii Account Receivable account 
Capital-Equipment 
rn 10000 
W -dte(Remova-of-Ca p-Equip) - Dollar 
B The fair value of purchase capital equipment 
Cash 

C0mm0n~Share~-RM~ln~entory-finished~Gocds~for~Sale-Capital~Equipment+Loan1~Payabl~Patent+ 
Contributed-Surplus 

W -&*(Cash-Outfiow-Rate) 
+dt*(Cash-nflow-Rate) 

LLLIJ Dollar 
B Cash Account 
COGS 
piïTJO 
4kQ -dt*(COGS-YeatEnd) 

+dte(COGS-lnflow) 
I=I Dollar 

The accumulated amount of cost of goods sold each year. 
Cornmon-Shares 

N~~of~C~rnrn~n~Shareç_Purchased*Par~Value~of~Share 
= Dollar 

The dollar value of shares issued. 
Contributed-Surplus 
llNlTl N~~of~C~mm~n_Share~~Purchased'(Paid~Value~of~Share-Par~Value~of~Share) - Dollar 
B The excess amount paid for common shares issued. 

+# -d t'(DE-Year-End) 
+dtn(Dep-Exp-l nflow) 

= Dollar 
Accumulated deprecation expense for each year. 

Est-Liabunder-Warranty 
mo 
4kD -dte(Warranty-Claimed) 

+dt*(Est-Liab-Warr) 
LLWJ Dollar 

Warranty liabitity 
FG-lnv-Units 
llNlTj FG-Unit-lnflow 
4W dt*(Orders-Delivered) 

+dt*(FG-Unit-l nflow) 
A count of the stock on hand. This is done because the cost of wages and RM may change over time. 

Finis hed-Goods-forSale 
mo 
+3 -d t'(C0GS-l nflow) 

-dt*(Warranty-Replacement) 
+dt*(FG-I nflow-Rate) 
Dollar 

B This includes: 1) Direct material, 2) direct labour, 3) factory overhead 



0 Heurs-needed 
mo 
4 W  dt*(Hours-Worked) 

+dte(Work-Hours-Reqiured) 
How many production hours are needed to fiIl orders. 

Accumulated income tax expense each year. 
0 Incorne-Tax-P 

mo 
43 -d te(lT-Paid) 

+d te(lT-to-Pay) 
LLL~W Dollar 

lncome tax owed. 
O Insurance-Expense 

pinJO 
.XP dr(l E-Year-End) 

+dt*(l ns-Used) 
63 Dollar 

The accumulation of insurance expense. 
0 Interest-Expense 

flNlTlO 
#D -dt*([ntE-Year-End) 

+dt*(l ntExp-l nflow) 
m Dollar 

The accurnulated interest expense each year in the nominal account. 
Labour-Wage-Payable 
pinJO 
.XP -dt*(Labour-Wage-Paid) 

+dte(Direct-Labour) 
Dollar 

@ Wages owed to employees 
Loanl-IR-Payable 
p g O  

+dt*(lnt-lnfiow) 
LCJJ Dollar 

The amount of interest owed to the bank. 
G a n l ~ a ~ a b l e  
fiNiTI Loanl-Amt 
4# -dt*(ArntzPayments) 
LLL+~J Dollar 

Amount of money borrowed from the bank. 
0 Orders 

@iïJO 
#D +dt*(Orders-in-Sys tem) 

-dt*(Orders-Delivered) 
F~LLY~ Unit 

Orders waiting to be fulfilled. 
0 Patent 

Initial-Patent-Cost 
+b -dr(Patent-Used) 
m Dollar 
I=" patent value 

- Dollar 
B Accurnulated patent expense each year. 



1( Prepaid-Insurance 
mo 
4) +dt*(Purchase-lnsurance) 

-dt*(lns-Used) - Dollar 
The amount of prepaid insurance asset yet to be used and expensed. 

( Raw-MaterialJayabIe 
IINITJO * -dt*(AP-Outtlow) 

+dt*(AP-Infi ow-Rate) - Dollar 
Current Iiability that is owed to creditors 

0 RE Accum 
piJ-O * +dt'(RE-lnflow) 

Dollar 
B Accumulated retained eamings. 

0 Rent-Expense 
mo 

+dt'(Rent-Exp-l nflow) 
-d t*(Re n t-Y E) - Dollar 
The accumulation of rent expensed each year. 

) Rent-Payable 
IiFiiflO 

-dt*(Rent-Paid) 
+dte(Ren t-lnflow) - Dollar 
Rent owed. 

1 Revenue 

43 -dt*(R-Year-End) 
+dt'(Sales) 

m Dollar 
Accumulation of revenue generated each year. 

0 RM-lnventory 
UNIT1 50 
+b -dt*(RM-Outfiow) 

+dt*(RM-Infl ow) - Dollar 
B Stock used to manufacture products 

O RM-Requirement-Needs 
mo 
49 dt'(RM-Purchase-Rate) 

+dt*(RM-Order-Requirements) - Dollar 
The dollar amount of raw material needed to satisfy orders. 

0 SalaryryExpense 
mo 
4W -dt*(SE-Year-End) 

'+dt*(Admin-Work-Perforrned) 
= Dollar 
B The accumulation of salary expenses. 

0 Salary-Payable 
a 0  
43 -dt*(Admin-Salary-Payment) 

+dt*(Admin-Work-Perfomed) - Dollar 
Wages owed to administrative employees 



Warranty-Expense 
mo 
4H -dte(WE-Year-End) 

+d te(Warr-Exp-1 nflow) 
m Dollar 
@ Accumulated warranty expense each year. 
0 Admin-Salary-Payment 

= IF(Cash<l OOOO,O,PULSE(Salary_Payablell 0, lO)) 
Dollar 
The bi-weekly payment of wages. 

0 Adrnin-Work_Performed 
= Admin~Hours~Worked*Admin~Wage*No~Administrative~Employees 

Dollar 
The amount of salaries that were paid and expensed each cycle. 

0 AmtzJayments 
= IF(Loanl~Payable~=O,O,IF(Cash~(Loanl~Amt/L0an1~Yrs), PULSE(Loan~Amt~Loan1~Yrs1261 ,260),0)) 

Dollar 
Annual cash repayment of bank loan. 

0 AP-lnf ow-Rate 
= RM~lnflow*Percent~RM~PurchaseddonnCredit - Dollar 

The amount of raw rnaterial purchased on credit. 
0 AP-Outfiow 

= DEUIYPPL(AP-Inflow-Rate,30,0) - Dollar 
The payment of account payable Iiability. 

0 AR-lnflow 
= Sales*Percent-Sale-AR - Dollar 
B The amount of sales sold on credit. 

=@ AR_Outflow 
= DELAYPPL(AR-lnflow,40,0) 
m Dollar 

The cash inflow from paid up account receivables. 
=@ CakEquip-Usage 

= IF(Acc~Dep~CapitalEquip~=Capital~Equipment,((Capital~Equipment-Salvage~Value)/Useful~Life)/ 
Cyclesgeryear,O) - Dollar 

The use of the capital asset. 
0 Cas h-l nfIow-Rate 

= (Sales'(? -Percent-Sale-AR))+AR-Outflow - Dollar 
The amount of cash inflowing into the cash account. 

0 Cash_Outflow-Rate 
= (RM~lnflow*(l-Percent~RMMP~rchased~on~Credit))+AP~Ou~ow+Admin~Sala~~Payment+Am~~Payments+ 

IR~Fayment+lT~Paid+RentIR_Payment+lT_Paid+RentPaid+Labour_WagePPaid+Labour~Wage~Paid+Purchase~lnsurance - Dollar 
The outfiow of cash frorn the account. 

0 COGS-l nflow 
= Cost-of-Probuct 
rn Dollar 
13-4 The cost of goods sold sold each cycle. 

0 COGS-Year-End 
= PULSE(COGS,260,260) 
D Dollar 

Clearing the nominal account at the end of the year. 
0 DE-Year-End 

= PULSE(Dep_Expense,260,260) 
m Dollar 
B Clearance of nominal account at the end of each year. 



0 Dep-Exp-lnflow 
= Cap-Equip-Usage - Dollar 
B The arnount of deprecation per cycle. 

0 Direct-Labour 
= Hours-Worked'Wage 
= Dollar 
B HOW much wages were earned by employee for production. 

0 Es t-Lia b-Wa rr 
= Percentage~Assumed~Defects'(Avg~Cost~of~FG'0rders~Delivered) - Dollar 

Assumed wamnty Iiability owed per order. 
0 FG-lnflow-Rate 

= DirectLabour+Direct-Material 
WL~J Dollar 

The dollar amount of units finished that are for sale. a FG-Unit-lnflow 
= DirectMa teriai/(P rod-RMUsag e'RM-l nv-P rice) 
= Unit 

Units made. 
Heurs-Worked 
= 1F(RM~lnventory~=O,O,IF(Hours~needed~Hours~Available, Hours-Available, Hours-needed)) 
rn Hour 
B Hours worked in production per cycle. 
0 IE-Year-End 

= PULSE(1nsurance-Expense,260,260) 
tzza Dollar 

Clearance of nominal account at the end of each year. 
0 Ins-Used 

= PU LS E(l ns-PriceJNo-of-Years_Coverage,259,260) 
LIILIJ Dollar 

The amount of prepaid insurance asset that has been used and is now being expensed. 
0 In-p-lnflow 

= lnt-tnflow 
LLLLL~J Dollar 

The interested is expensed in the appropriate year. 
0 lnt-lnflow 

= PULSE(Loan1-Payable*Loan?_lR,259,260) 
=@ IntE-Year-End 

= PULSE(1nterest-Expense,260,260) 
L.L.W Dollar 
B The clearance of the nominal account at the end of each year. 
0 IR-Payment 

= PULSEIF(Cash>Loanl-IR-Payable,Loani-IR-Payable) 
LLL~LJ Dollar 
rii Interest payrnent on bank loan. 
0 1T-Exp_lnflow 

= IT-to-Pay 
= Dollar 

Expense of income tax. 
0 IT-Paid 

= PULSE(1ncome-TaxaxP,340,260) 
EZJ Dollar 

Yearly tax payrnent. 
0 IT-to-Pay 

= PULSE(IFCOBIT*lncome~Ta~~Rate~259~260) 
EJ Dollar 

Incorne tax to pay. 
0 IT-Year-End 

= PULSE(I-Tax_Expense,260,260) 
u Dollar 

Clearance of nominal account at the end of each year. 



Labour-Wage-Paid 
= IF(Cash4 OOOO,O,PULSE(Labour-Wage-Payable, 1 O, 1 O)) 

Dollar 
Bi-weekly payment of production wages. However, should cash levels fall below $10,000, wage payments will 

be delay until this condition is met. 
Orders-Delivered 
= IF(FG-lnv-Unitwl ,IF(FG~lnv~Units~Orders,Orders,FG~lnv~Unit~)~O) 

Unit 
B Finished good units delivered. 
Orders-in-System 
= Ordersjer-Cycle 

Unit 
Orders that are logged into the system. 

Patent-Used 
= PULSE(Patent_Amortization,259,259) 

Dollar 
B Amortization of over time. 
Patent-Year-End 
= PULSE(Patent-E~pense~260.260) 

~YL~J  Dollar 
Clearance of nominal account at the end of each year. 

Purchase-Insurance 
= PULSE1 F(Prepaid-lnsurance=O1 lns-Pnce) 

Dollar 
Purchase of prepaid insurance. 

R-Y ea r-End 
= PULSE(Revenue,260,260) 
= Dollar 
B Clearance of nominal account at the end of each year. 
RE-lnflow 
= PULSE(RE,260,260) 
Removal-of-Acc-De p 
= IF(Cap-Equip-Usage=O,Acc-DepPCapitalEquip,O) 

L~~LLJ Dollar 
B Fiernoval of the captial asset and accumulated deprecation off the balance sheet when the useful life has 

passed, 
Removal-of-Cap-Equip 
= IF(Cap~Equip~Usage=O,Capital~Equipment,O) 

LL~LLJ Dollar 
@i Removing the capital asset and accumulated depreciation at the end of its useful Iife. 

0 Rent-Exp-lnflow 
= Rent-lnflow 
= Dollar 

Expensing of rent each month. 
0 Rent-lnflow 

= PULSE(FaciliSl_Rent-Rate,22,22) - Dollar 
Rental rate 

0 Rent-Paid 
= 1F(Cash~10000,0,PULSE(Rent-Payable123,22)) - Dollar 
R Monthly payment of rent. a Rent-YE 
= PULSE(Rent-Expense,260,260) 
= Dollar 
B Clearance of nominal account at the end of each year. 

0 RM-tnfiow 
= IF(Cash<1000,0, RM-Purchase-Rate) 

LLWJ Dollar 
B Purchase of raw material for production. 



50$ RM-Order-Requirements 
= Order~Requests*Prod~RMMUsagegRM~Inv~P~ce - Dollar 
B The dollar amount of raw material that needs to be purchased to satisfy order. 
0 RM-Oufflow 

= DirectMaterial 
~CYJ Dollar 

The dollar amound of raw material taken from inventory for production. 
0 RM-Purchase-Rate 

= I F(RM-Requiremen t-Needs<=O,O, No~of~Workers*Work~Day*W~rker~Prod~Rate*Prod~RM~Usage* 
RM-l nv-P rice) - Dollar 

Raw material actually purchased for production. 
0 Sales 

= (Orders-Delivered*Sales-Price) 
= Dollar 
@ Dollar value of generated revenue 

=@ SE-Year-End 
= PULSE(Sa1ary-Expense1260t260) 

Clearance of nominal account at the end of each year. a Warr-Exp-Infiow 
= Est-Liab-Warr 

~ ~ . l r l  Dollar 
Expensing the liability in the appropriate year. 

=@ Warranty-Claimed 
= DELAYPPL(Est-Liab_Warr,40,(0)) 
EJ Dollar 

Warranties that were claimed. a Warranty-Replacement 
= Warranty-Claimed 

0 WE-Year-End 
= PULSE(Warranty_Expense,26OI26O) . 
= Dollar 
B Clearance of nominal account at the end of each year. 
0 Work-Hours-Reqiured 

= Order-Requests/Worker_Prod-Rate 
ILLL~J Hour 
B How many production hours will be needed to fil1 orders. 
AP 
= Raw-Material-Payable+Rent-Payable 
Assets 
= Current~Assets+OperationaI~Assets 
= Dollar 
Avg-Cos t-of-FG 
= IF(FG~Inv~Units=O,O,Finished~Goods~for~Sale/FG~Inv~Units) - DoIladunit 
B The cost per unit, 
Cos t-of-Product 
= O rders-Delivered*Avg_Coçt-of-FG 
= Dollar 

The actual cost of the unit. 
Current-Assets 
= AR+Cash+Finished~Goods~for~Sale+Prepaid~lnsurance+RM~lnventory 
EJ Dollar 
CurrentLaibility 
= Loanl~lR~PayabIetSalary~Payable+Current~L~an~P~rti~n+E~t~Liab~~nder~Warranty+lncome~Tax~PAP+ 

Labour-Wage-Payable 
Dollar 

Curren tLoan-Portion 
= I F(Loan 1-Payable>O, Loanl-AmttLoan 1 -Yrs,O) 

~YLIJ Dollar 
@ The current portion of the loan that will be paid in the next year. 



Direct-Materia1 
= Hours~Worked*Worker~ProddRate'ProddRMMUsageRMlnv~Price 
t~.~rl Dollar 

The amount of raw material used in production. 
Expenses 
= Dep~~pense+lnsurance~Expense+Patent~Expense+Rent~Expen~e+Safary~Expense+Warranty~~pense 
Hours_Available 
= No-of-Workers*Work-Day 

ILLLLJ Hour 
Number of hours that are available by workers for production each cycle. 

IFCO 
= IFCOBIT-Interest-Expense-1-Tax-Expense - Dollar 
B lncorne from continuing operations. 
1 FCOBlT 
= Revenue-COGS-Expenses 

LL~LLJ Dollar 
lncome from continuing operation before interest and tax. - Dollar 

Liabilities 
= Current-Laibility+Long-Term-Debt - Dollar 
LoanlLT-Debt 
= Loan 1-Payable-Current-Loan-Portion - Dollar 

The long term portion of debt. 
Long-Terrn-Debt 
= Loanl-LT-Debt - Dollar 
Net-Incorne 
= IFCO 
OperationalAssets 
= (Capital-Equipment-Acc-Dep-Capitauq uip)+Patent 

LYYJ Dollar 
Order-Requests 
= Ordersger-Cycle - Unit 
B Number of units ordered. 
Patent-Amortization 
= Initialpatent-CosVPatent-Years 
RE 
= Net-Incorne 

LLLLYJ Dollar 
Change in retained eamings per cycle. 

Shareholders-Equity 
= Cornmon~Shares+RE+RE~AccumcContributed~Surplus - Dollar 

Admin-Hours-Worked 
= 8 - Hour 

Hours worked per day. 
Admin-Wage 
= 10 
= DollarIHour 
B Administrative employee wage per hour. 
Cyclesqerjear 
= 260 - Day 
B Number of working days in a year. 



Facilituent-Rate 
= 1000 - DollarIMonth 

Rent per month 
Inc~rne~Tax~Rate  
= 0.38 

Percent 
1'---4 Tax rate 
Initial-Patent-Cost 
= 5000 

Dollar 
B Fair value of patent 
I ns-P rice 
= 25000 

GYIJ Dollar 
The price of insurance for 5 years. 

Loanl-Amt 
= 20000 

LLLLI*I Dollar 
The arnount of the loan. 

Loanl-IR 
= -1 

G=J Percent 
Loan interest rate. 

Loanl-Yrs 
= 5 
5 Year 

The number of amortization years for loan. 
No-Administrative-Employees 
= 2 

GI.W People 
Number of administrative employees. 

No~of~Common~Shares~Purchased 
= 25 

Share 
@ The # of shares issued by the organization 
Noof-Wo rkers 
= 2 
= People 

# of Workers on the production line 
No-of-Years-Coverag e 
= 5 
m Year 

No. of years for coverage. 
Ordersger-Cycle 
= 10 

Unit 
Paid-Value-of-Share 
= 1100 
rn DolIarlShare 
i=9 The actual amount paid per share. 
Par-Value-of-S hare 
= 1000 

DollarIShare 
B The par value of each common share 
Patent-Years 
= 50 

LYIJ Year 
Number of years the patent is usable. 



PercentRM-Pu rchased-on-Credit 
= O 
5 Dollar 
B Payment of raw material purchased on credit, 
Percen t-Sale-AR 
= O 

L.LLW Percent 
B Percentage amount of sales that is on credit. 
Percentage-Assumed-Defects 
= O - Percent 
@ % of defective units. 
Prod-RM-Usage 
= 5 
.UJ RM 
Q The number of raw material units required to make one unit of finished goods. 
RM-l nv-PrÏce 
= 0.1 

EJ Dollar 
B Price for the stock that is used to manufacture parts 
Sales-P rice 
= 30.25 - Dollar 
Tir Sale price of finished product. 
Salvage-Value 
= O 
GJ Dollar 
B How much the capital asset is worth at the end of its useful Iife. 
Useful-Life 
= 10 

Year 
How long the asset can be useful. 

Wage 
= 3 
= DollarIHour 

An assumed wage that is paid to workers who are creating the parts to Iater be sold for revenue. 
Work-Day 
= 8 
= Hour 
rii How many hours a production employee works. 
Worker-Prod-Rate 
= -625 
GJ UnitlHour 

How quickly an employee can build one unit of finished goods. 



APPENDIX C: 

INFLUENCE DIAGRAMS 







EXPERIMENT VISUAL CODE 



Only Experiment 6 had code additions. This cornes as a number of cancetlation variables on the 

backlog of order, raw materiai purchase requirements, and production hour requirements. Each of 

these code modifications are shown in figures below. 



-rice? rLo: 
Peneall lAfnvG Uni i v e  




